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The dynamic behavior of end-labeled DNA during free-solution electrophoresis is investigated using a
simple dumbbell model for the labeled DNA. We study the effect of the applied field, label size, and chain
stiffness on DNA conformation and electrophoretic mobility. High applied fields are predicted to magnify the
size-dependence of mobility and to yield a nonmonotonic dependence of electrophoretic mobility on applied
field. The effectiveness of leveraging label size and DNA chain stiffness for improving resolution is also
discussed in the context of DNA deformation. To evaluate the most salient model predictions, we use capillary
electrophoresis experiments to characterize the size- and field-dependent mobility of dsDNA fragments �300
bp–2 kbp� end-functionalized with streptavidin. Our experimental results are found to be in generally good
accord with expectations based on the dumb-bell model. We discuss implications of these findings for fast,
size-based separation of DNA in free solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Size-based separation of DNA fragments has been a key
enabler for progress in areas such as genomic sequencing,
mutation detection, and forensics. Historically, the size inde-
pendent free-solution mobility of DNA molecules above a
certain critical size �approximately 400 bp for dsDNA, with
most changes in mobility occurring below 110 bp �1�, and 10
bases for ssDNA �2,3�� has necessitated the use of sieving
media to achieve separation via electrophoresis. By end-
labeling DNA molecules with a uniform, neutral drag-
inducing body or tag, it is now widely recognized that size-
based separation can be achieved even in the absence of a
sieving medium. Termed end-labeled free-solution electro-
phoresis �ELFSE� �4�, this method has the potential to dra-
matically expedite the fractionation process by allowing the
elimination of the sieving matrix.

The works of Long et al. on the electrophoresis of
polyampholytes have served as a key framework for analyz-
ing mobility of end-labeled nucleic acids �5,6�. For a Gauss-
ian chain composed of sections that differ in charge, the net
electrophoretic mobility is computed as the average mobility
of the individual monomers. Because this formulation as-
sumes that the charged and uncharged monomers do not dif-
fer in size, the theory can only be employed for DNA-protein
conjugates if the disparate hydrodynamic properties of their
monomers are explicitly taken into account. Initially, “blob”
models were used to group DNA monomers into subsections,
or blobs, of hydrodynamic radii equal to the radius of the
spherical label �7�. Subsequent efforts to study conjugates
containing flexible polymeric labels divide both the charged
and neutral segments of the chain into blobs. The mobility of
such molecules, can be expressed in terms of the number of
monomers Ni in each segment �i=1 for DNA; 2 for the neu-
tral label� and the free-solution mobility �0 of the DNA,

� =
N1

N1 + �
�0, �1�

Here, �=�2N2 is the number of charged monomers that is
hydrodynamically equivalent to the entire neutral label, with
the factor �1= �b2bk,2� / �b1bk,1� depending on both the mono-
mer size bi and the Kuhn step length bk,i of each component.
Equation �1� can be used to describe the electrophoretic mo-
tion of end-labeled DNA as long as both components remain
in their equilibrium conformation. In response to the appli-
cation of a sufficiently large electric field, conjugates can in
fact assume a segregated conformation �i.e., the charged seg-
ment becomes disentangled from the neutral label�. Alterna-
tively, steric segregation may occur if the label size greatly
exceeds the persistence length of the DNA, thus preventing it
from wrapping around the label �7�. For these cases, the mo-
bility can be shown to be of the form �5,8�

� =
�1

�1 + �2
�0, �2�

where �1 and �2 are the friction coefficients of the DNA and
label, respectively. In using Eq. �2� to predict the mobility of
a segregated conjugate, it is clear that the friction of both
sections must be correctly evaluated. This in turn requires
detailed knowledge of the characteristic size and conforma-
tion of both the DNA and the neutral label under the electro-
phoresis running conditions.

Results from numerous ELSFE experiments have been
successfully analyzed using Eq. �1� �9�, indicating that the
DNA and the label remain randomly coupled under typical
conditions. Indeed, simulation results have shown that the
field values in past studies are too low to induce hydrody-
namic segregation of ssDNA from the end label �10�. With
the critical field required for such deformation
��1 kV /cm� exceeding the capacity of most current CE set-
ups �11�, experimental observation of the segregated regime,
under which Eq. �2� would apply, remains lacking. The semi-
nal work by Heller et al., which reported the fractionation of
streptavidin-labeled dsDNA fragments, provided key valida-*laa25@cornell.edu
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tion of ELFSE as a separation technique �12�. With the ra-
dius of the streptavidin label RStv ��2.7 nm� �13� being
much smaller than the Kuhn length of dsDNA ��100 nm�,
dsDNA molecules of no more than 3bk ��900 bp� are evi-
dently too short to maintain a random walk conformation
around the attached protein. Instead they are thought to as-
sume sterically segregated structures for which Eq. �1� ap-
plies. Although the authors discussed the likely segregated
nature of the streptavidin-labeled dsDNA, they based their
conclusion on the fact that their experimental data, when
presented as a plot of �0 /�−1 versus N1

−1 �or M−1 in their
nomenclature�, exhibits a linear regime �see inset of Fig. 1�a�
in Ref. �12��. In actuality, it is for unsegregated conjugates
that such a presentation of mobility values is expected to
manifest a linear dependence on N1

−1 �see Eq. �1��. For con-
jugates whose components are hydrodynamically distinct,
and with a charged section represented as a cylinder of ran-
dom orientation, Eq. �2� indicates that �0 /�−1 scales lin-
early with N1

−1 ln�N1� and is concave when plotted against
N1

−1. In other words, it is a plot of ��0 /�−1� / ln�N1� vs. N1
−1

that should yield a straight line. In the aforementioned figure
of Heller et al., the paucity of data points for long DNA
fragments makes it difficult to discern unambiguously the
trend for small N1

−1.
Recent theoretical studies focusing on ELFSE at high

fields have predicted substantial improvements in read length
for conjugates whose constituents are segregated and com-
pletely stretched �14�. In the high field regime, it is apparent
that the interplay between the electric field, which stretches
the chain, and the intrinsic DNA stiffness, which acts to
maintain the equilibrium conformation, plays an important
role in setting the dynamics of the conjugates. In light of
practical limitations on inducing hydrodynamic segregation
via the applied field, sterically segregated streptavidin-
dsDNA complexes stand as an attractive model system to
assess theoretical predictions for the dynamics of end-labeled
DNA at currently inaccessible field intensities.

In the present work we study free-solution electrophoresis
of hydrodynamically segregated DNA-protein conjugates
with the help of a simple elastic dumbbell model. Because
our analysis takes into account the elasticity of the deformed
DNA fragment, it provides a more accurate assessment of the
forces on the tag, as well as of the overall DNA-size-
dependence of the electrophoretic mobility of conjugates. To
determine the range of validity of mobility values predicted
using this model, we perform CE studies of dsDNA-
streptavidin complexes in Tris-TAPS-EDTA. Streptavidin re-
mains uncharged under the running conditions used for the
study, which makes the hydrodynamically segregated DNA-
tag construction uniformly applicable over the range of fields
studied.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Double-stranded DNA �dsDNA� fragments ranging in size
from 375 bp to 3.5 kbp were synthesized via PCR with
M13mp18 single-stranded viral DNA �NEB, Ipswich, MA,
USA� serving as template. The biotinylated, FITC-labeled
forward primer as well as the reverse primers were obtained

from Sigma �Woodlands, TX, USA�. Amplification of the
template was carried out using an MJ Research PTC-200
Alpha thermal cycler and 40 cycles of denaturation �95 °C,
50 s�, annealing �50 °C, 60 s�, and extension �72 °C, 60 s�.
The reaction mixture for each fragment size consisted of 5 ng
template, 0.5 �M of forward and reverse primers, 250 �M
of each nucleotide �dATP, dTTP, dCTP, dGTP�, and 1 unit of
Taq polymerase in a total volume of 50 �l. The PCR prod-
ucts were purified via agarose gel electrophoresis �1% agar-
ose in 1X tris-acetate-EDTA �TAE� buffer�, extracted using a
commercial gel extraction kit �QIAGEN, Valencia, CA,
USA�, and suspended in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5. Stock so-
lutions of protein label was made using streptavidin �Sigma�
suspended in phosphate buffered saline pH=7.2 �Sigma�.
The concentration of the protein solution and the purified
DNA fragments was determined using a SmartSpec 3000
spectrophotometer �Bio-rad, Hercules, CA� via absorbance
measurements at 280 and 260 nm, respectively. The extinc-
tion coefficient �280 nm

0.1% for streptavidin was taken to be 3.4
�15�.

Streptavidin stock solution was mixed with PCR products
at appropriate volumes to ensure a 20:1 molar ratio of pro-
tein to DNA, in order to minimize the conjugation of more
than 1 biotinylated DNA molecule to the four binding sites
present on the protein. The mixture was incubated at 28 °C
for 30 min and stored at 5 °C. Immediately before electro-
phoresis, the streptavidin-DNA mixture was diluted by five
times the volume of the running buffer. Identical dilution and
mixing steps were performed for the unlabeled DNA samples
in the absence of the protein label.

Capillary electrophoresis measurements were performed
on a GPA100 capillary electrophoresis unit �Groton Biosys-
tems, Boxborough, MA�, fitted with a 75 �m internal diam-
eter fused silica capillaries �Polymicro Technologies, Phoe-
nix, AZ� filled with 1x Tris-TAPS-EDTA �TTE� �Sigma, St.
Louis, MO� with 1% POP-6 �v/v� �Applied Biosystems, Fos-
ter City, CA�. Capillaries were rinsed with 1M HCl �30 min�,
DI H2O �30 min�, 1M NaOH �30 min�, and DI H2O �30 min�
before running buffer is introduced. The capillary was
flushed with running buffer at 1500 bar �2 min� before each
measurement commenced. Samples were loaded by pressure
injection at 200 bar for 0.2 s. The fluorescence intensity at a
detection window 29.9 cm from the inlet was recorded using
a laser induced fluorescence detector �Picometrics, Ramon-
ville, France�. 30, 15, and 5 kV were applied to capillary of
overall length 77.8 cm, corresponding to field strengths of
386, 193, and 64.3 V/cm, respectively. Despite the inclusion
of POP to suppress EOF, residual electro-osmotic flow �eof
within the fused silica capillary was measured according to
the protocol in �16� with Coumarin 334 �Sigma, St. Louis,
MO� as the neutral marker. The effective mobility � is thus
calculated from the observed mobility �obs according to

� = �obs − �eof . �3�

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1�a� shows the mobility of labeled and unlabeled
dsDNA. Whereas the mobility values of the unlabeled DNA
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are scattered around an average of 3.61�10−4 cm2 / �V s�,
the mobility of the conjugates is characterized by two re-
gions of behavior. Beyond 2 kbp, a plateau region is noted
where the mobility of the conjugate approaches that of the
unlabeled DNA as the relative size of the charged segment
renders negligible the effects of protein end-labeling on the
overall motion of the conjugate. For DNA sizes under 1.5
kbp, the presence of the label leads to a size-dependent mo-
bility that allows separation. In order to determine if the
constituents of the labeled molecules are hydrodynamically
distinct, their mobility values are first plotted as �0 /�−1
versus N1

−1. At low values of N1
−1, deviations from linearity

can be noted in Fig. 1�b�, where a larger slope can be ob-
served for larger DNA. This contrasts with the plot of
��0 /�−1� / ln�N1� vs. N1

−1 in Fig. 1�c�, where the data set
shows an unambiguous linear trend that is maintained
throughout the entire size range. Thus, it appears that dsDNA
is indeed sterically segregated from the streptavidin label and
that the electrophoretic mobility of this particular conjugate
system can be described using Eq. �2�.

Although the correct trend is obtained, a weakness in the
above approach lies in the implicit assumption that the DNA
has already taken on a fully extended conformation. A more
rigorous analysis would instead model the charged segment
as a cylinder with length equal to the field-dependent end-to-
end distance of the DNA.

A. Model development

We model an end-labeled DNA as a pair of friction
spheres �one representing the protein label and the other the
polyelectrolyte�, connected by an elastic spring of length
equal to the end-to-end distance of the DNA �Fig. 2�. The

probability density ��t , R̄ ;E� of finding a spring with con-

nector vector R̄ is �17�

��

�t
= − �̄ • ���� • R̄�� − kT	 1

�1
+

1

�2

�̄�

− 	 1

�1
+

1

�2

F̄C� +

F̄2
E

�2
� −

F̄1
E

�1
�� , �4�

where subscripts i=1,2 refer to the DNA and the label, re-

spectively. For bead i, �i gives its friction coefficient and F̄i
E

represents the electric force acting on it. F̄C is the connector
spring force. We limit Eq. �4� to near-neutral charge of pro-

tein drag tag candidates �F̄2
E=0�, and to situations where bulk

electro-osmotic flow is suppressed, as in typical CE experi-
ments ��� =0�. The electric force acting on bead 1 during

electrophoresis can be readily computed as F̄1
E=vel�1

=�0,1Ē�1. Substituting these results in Eq. �4� we find at
steady-state

0 = �̄� −
1

kT
��0,1Ē	 �1�2

�1 + �2

 − F̄C� = �̄� −

�	

�R̄
� , �5�

with 	 defined as

	 �
1

kT
���2�0,1� �1

��1 + �2�
Ē • dR̄ − �� F̄C • dR̄� .

�6�

To compute the spring force, we employ the Marko-Siggia
interpolation expression for wormlike chains �18�; it is un-
derstood that predictions based on this model are exact only
in the long chain limit. The unknown drag coefficient �2 in
Eqs. �5� and �6� is then estimated using Stokes’ law by ap-
proximating the label as a rigid sphere.

The field-induced friction originating from the motion of
the counterions is already accounted for implicitly by �0,1,
which means that the friction coefficient �1 is strictly of hy-
drodynamic origin and, as such, depends on the DNA con-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Mobility � plotted against size of
unlabeled and labeled DNA. �b� �0 /�−1 plotted as a function of
N1

−1. �c� ��0 /�−1� / ln�N1� plotted as a function of N1
−1.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Representation of hydrodynamically seg-
regated DNA-protein conjugate as elastic dumbbell.
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formation and applied field. Specifically, alignment of DNA
segments at progressively higher applied fields renders �1
anisotropic and changes the qualitative relationship between
�1 and DNA fragment size. To determine �1�E ,R�, we em-
ploy a blob model for the DNA �19�, in which the polyelec-
trolyte chain is divided into Nb identical subsections, or
blobs, each of size 
 and electrical energy kT �Fig. 3�a��.
Setting F1

E�kT /
 for a section of size 
 yields

kT � �0E�b
 . �7�

The friction per blob �b depends on the number of Kuhn
steps g within the section and the friction of a single Kuhn
segment �k,

�b = g�k. �8�

On length scales smaller than 
, the chain is unperturbed by
the electric field and obeys ideal chain statistics, 
2�gbk

2.
Rearranging to solve for g and substituting into Eqs. �7� and
�8� yields,


 � � kTbk
2

�0E�k
1/3

. �9�

Thus, as the applied field is increased, the blob size reduces
�Fig. 3�b�� until it becomes comparable to the Kuhn step-
length bk, and the DNA can be modeled as an oriented stick
of length R=Rmax�Nkbk. Under the influence of more mod-
erate electric fields, blobs will align to form cylindrical, rod-
like structures of end-to-end length R�Nb
. The friction of a
DNA chain comprising of Nb sections is then given by �1
�Nb�b, which can be rewritten using Eqs. �8� and �9� as

�1 � R� kT

�0E
1/3� �k

bk
22/3

. �10�

The friction of a single Kuhn step is taken to be that of a
cylinder of length bk and diameter d oriented randomly with
respect to the direction of electrophoretic motion,

�k = �10

3
��bk ln�bk

d
−1

�11�

Since Eq. �10� is only valid as long as random walk statistics
are obeyed by segments within the blob, an alternate descrip-
tion for DNA friction must apply for 
bk. The critical elec-
tric field E� corresponding to 
�bk can be found by setting
Eq. �9� to bk,

E� �
kT

�0�kbk
. �12�

Physically, E� marks the field above which the friction
experienced by the charged chain becomes equivalent to the
sum of the friction experienced by all Kuhn segments in
isolation. This corresponds to the situation where there is
significant stretching of the chain, with the Kuhn segments
becoming mostly aligned in the direction of the electric field.
The friction that corresponds to an elongated chain of Nk
Kuhn steps and end-to-end distance R�Nkbk is

�1 � Nk�k � 2�� ln�bk

d
−1

R , �13�

where the numerical prefactor reflects the essentially parallel
orientation of the Kuhn segments relative to the direction of
motion.

To construct theoretical mobility curves, the appropriate
expression for DNA friction �i.e., either Eqs. �10� or �13�,
dictated by the applied field relative to E�� is substituted into
Eq. �5�, which is then numerically integrated. The solution to
Eq. �5�, which gives the distribution function, is found by
�=exp�	�, thus allowing the equilibrium end-to-end distance
to be computed via

R =

�
0

2�

d��
0

�

sin �d��
0

�

R�R2dR

�
0

2�

d��
0

�

sin �d��
0

�

�R2dR

. �14�

The value of R for DNA of varied sizes and applied field is
used to obtain the reduced mobility via Eq. �2�.

B. Model validation

In order to use this model to predict mobilities obtained
from experiment, an appropriate description of DNA friction
�i.e., either Eq. �10� or �13�� is needed. As discussed above,
Eq. �12� provides an estimate for the critical electric field at
which the charged chain becomes significantly stretched.
While E��4.3 kV /cm for ssDNA, E� for dsDNA conju-
gates is approximately 43 V/cm, implying that under field
values applied in this work �as well as in typical CE experi-
ments�, the relative mobility should be given by a combina-
tion of Eqs. �2� and �13�,

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Division of DNA into blobs of elec-
trical energy O�kT�. �b� Representation of the expected decrease in
blob size �i.e., decrease in number of Kuhn steps per blob� and
increase in number of blobs at increasing applied field.
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�r =
�

�0
=

�1

�2 + �1
�

R

3RStv ln�bk

d
 + R

�15�

with RStv being the radius of the streptavidin label and �2
=6��RStv.

In Fig. 4, the relative mobility as computed from the mea-
sured mobility of both labeled and unlabeled DNA is pre-
sented as a function of DNA size. Using only physical prop-
erties �e.g., bk and d for dsDNA, RStv for the label, � for
solvent�, experimentally imposed values �e.g., E, DNA
sizes�, and an average, measured value for �0 �from Fig.
1�a��, the relative mobility can be readily calculated via Eq.
�15�. The resulting theoretical curve matches the experimen-
tal data remarkably well, providing reasonable predictions
for both the size dependence and the actual values for �r.
The importance of selecting the correct friction expression
for the labeled DNA is underscored by the discrepancy be-
tween predictions based on Eq. �10� and experimental data
for DNA sizes less than 1.5 kbp �Fig. 4 inset�. Also apparent
is the fact that complete stretching of the DNA to its contour
length cannot be assumed, as the corresponding theoretical
curve compares even more poorly with data.

Within the region of high resolution �i.e., for DNA less
than 1 kbp�, the positive deviations of model predictions
from data can be attributed to an apparent underestimation of
the drag imposed by the label. Whereas prior crystallo-
graphic study of streptavidin has shown that each of the tet-
rameric protein’s four monomers come together to yield an
oblonged structure �13�, the label was modeled as a sphere in
order to permit the use of Stoke’s expression to calculate
protein drag. The effective radius RStv of the protein label
was taken to be the average half-width of streptavidin �2.7
nm�, as calculated from its crystal dimensions. Thus, the
overprediction of �r suggests that the approximated value for
RStv is actually smaller than the hydrodynamic or Stoke’s
radius of streptavidin, causing the label drag to be underes-
timated. This effect diminishes when the hydrodynamic drag

of the charged chains becomes dominant, leading to im-
proved fit between predictions and data for larger DNA. By
treating the label radius as a free parameter, an estimate for
the “actual” Stoke’s radius of streptavidin can be inferred
from experimental data. In Fig. 5, theoretical curves con-
structed by varying the label radius are presented along with
measurements. It can be observed that by taking the radius to
be 20% larger than RStv, corresponding to a value of
�3.2 nm, the model provides a superior description of �r
within the region of high resolution �Fig. 5 inset�. For longer
DNA, the use of this larger radius value leaves mostly un-
changed the fit quality between theory and data.

For E�E�, the relative mobility as given by Eq. �15�
lacks an explicit dependence on the magnitude of the applied
field, suggesting that the application of varied field strengths
within this regime should elicit only minor changes in mo-
bility. Where there is change, the mobility for a given con-
jugate is anticipated to be larger at higher fields, due to field-
induced stretching and/or alignment of the charged section.
Consistent with intuition, �r measured at three different ap-
plied fields reveal only a weak dependence on E, with the
maximum mobility change being no more than 5% across the
field strengths studied �Fig. 6�. In general, the intrinsic stiff-
ness of double-stranded DNA molecules imposes a high
force requirement for chain extension, thus limiting the ef-
fect of the applied field on mobility. By contrast, the greater
flexibility of their single-stranded counterpart suggests that
the dynamic behavior of end-labeled ssDNA should display
an enhanced sensitivity to factors that affect their end-to-end
size. To further explore how chain conformation affects the
motion of conjugates whose charged component is highly
flexible, our model is extended to describe the electrophore-
sis of ssDNA-protein conjugates and to predict the influence
of applied field, chain stiffness, and label size on their sepa-
ration.

C. Model predictions for ssDNA

For hydrodynamically segregated ssDNA conjugate at
fields E�E�, the charged chain is expected to assume a

FIG. 4. �Color online� Reduced mobility plotted against DNA
size, with theoretical curve constructed via Eq. �15�. Inset shows
predictions made by describing DNA friction using Eq. �10� �lower,
broken curve� and by treating DNA as rigid cylinder of contour
length N1b1 �upper, solid curve�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Reduced mobility plotted against DNA
size, with theoretical curves constructed using label radii ranging
from 0.4 RStv to 2.0 RStv Inset shows predictions made by setting
label radius to RStv �upper, solid curve� and 1.2 RStv �lower, dotted
curve�.
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moderately stretched conformation. Unlike dsDNA, the
Kuhn length of ssDNA is small enough to render experimen-
tally relevant the regime in which Eq. �10� applies �i.e., for
the operating electric field to be less than E��. The associated
expression for �r is

�r =
�

�0
=

�1

�2 + �1
�

R

6��RStv��0E

kT
1/3�bk

2

�k
2/3

+ R

.

�16�

1. Influence of field

An increase in electric field is matched by an increase in
the end-to-end distance of the charged chain, as shown in
Fig. 7. A longer molecule, possessing a greater number of
charges for the electric field to act upon, undergoes a higher
percentage extension than a shorter molecule. This change in
chain conformation magnifies the mobility difference among
the conjugates, leading to enhanced separation �Fig. 8�. Al-

though conjugates of longer DNA molecules are always pre-
dicted to elute sooner, the mobility of the conjugates do not
depend monotonically on the applied field.

This result can be explained by recognizing that higher
fields can bring forth effects that act to both promote and
retard electrophoretic motion. Treating the electrophoretic
velocity as a ratio of the electric force on the conjugate
�which depends on conjugate charge q1� and its friction co-
efficient yields

vel =
F1

E

�1�E�
=

q1E

�1�E�
, �17�

where the change in ��v /E with respect to field can now be
obtained as

��

�E
= −

q1

�1�E�2

��1�E�
�E

+
q1

E�1�E�
. �18�

Physically, an augmented field increases both the friction co-
efficient of the DNA �by elongating the charged chain� �i.e.,
��1�E� /�E�0� and the driving force for motion. Whereas
the former effect acts to slow the molecule, the latter acts to
accelerate it. Equation �18� embodies this competing effect
with the presence of a negative first term, which has a stron-
ger dependence on �1�E� than the second, positive term. Be-
cause longer DNA correspond to larger values of �1�E�, their
mobility values must begin to increase with field as �1�E�
becomes sufficiently large to render the first term of Eq. �18�
negligible. For these molecules, Eq. �18� also calls for the
slope of � /�0 plotted against E �i.e., �� /�E� to diminish as
their �1�E� increases along with E. Both of these behaviors
are observed in Fig. 8.

At fields above E�, the almost rodlike conformation taken
by the DNA forces the dynamics of the conjugates to sub-
scribe to a different field dependence. Operating at this field
regime is predicted to bring forth substantially enhanced res-
olution, with the greatest effect on the separation of smaller
molecules �Fig. 9�. Although subsequent increases in applied
field appears to diminish the mobility differences between
conjugates of varying sizes, the magnitude of the differences
remains significantly greater than those predicted for E�E�.
Around E=E�, a transition region exists in which some sec-
tions of the labeled DNA become strongly oriented by the

FIG. 6. �Color online� Reduced mobility plotted against DNA
size for applied field strengths of 386, 193, and 64.3 V/cm. Corre-
sponding model predictions �with label size set to 1.2 RStv� are also
shown.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Plots of end-to-end distance R �normal-
ized by equilibrium end-to-end distance at E=0� against applied
field �normalized by critical field E�� for DNA lengths ranging from
0.2 to 1.4 kilobases.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Plots of reduced mobility against applied
field �normalized by critical field E��.
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field while other sections maintain their random orientation.
Within this region, some combination of Eqs. �10� and �13�
is required to properly describe the friction of the entire
DNA chain.

2. Influence of label size

Besides the electric field, molecular deformation can be
magnified by using labels with higher drag. For spherical
labels, such as globular proteins or surfactant micelles
�20,21�, this corresponds to increases in the radius of the
label. Physically, a larger drag tag generates more friction via
its increased surface area and, in doing so, promotes the
stretching of the attached DNA during electrophoresis. In
Fig. 10, label size is shown to affect the equilibrium size of
longer DNA more strongly, as these molecules exhibit a
greater degree of deformation for larger labels. In terms of
mobility, larger drag tags are more effective in retarding the
motion of smaller DNA. This means that the mobility differ-
ence among shorter DNA must be more sensitive to label
size than longer DNA �Fig. 11�. Although the demand in
maximizing read length appears to call for tags with ever

greater drag, their use as labels is limited by the concomitant
reduction in throughput caused by the resultant decrease in
electrophoretic velocity.

3. Influence of chain stiffness

The sharp difference in the magnitude of E� for ss- and
dsDNA highlights the important role played by chain stiff-
ness in setting the conformation and motion of end-labeled
DNA. For polymer chains of identical contour length, higher
local stiffness �i.e., longer Kuhn length� corresponds to
greater equilibrium end-to-end distances. With the applied
field kept constant, the conformation of end-labeled DNA
can be made more elongated if the local stiffness were in-
creased �Fig. 12�. Experimentally, higher chain stiffness can
be achieved through the use of low ionic strength running
buffers. A decrease in the ionic strength from 10−1 to 10−3

has been reported to educe an increase in the Kuhn length of
ssDNA by approximately fourfolds �22�. Such a change in
the concentration of the running buffer should lead to notice-
able improvement in resolution �Fig. 13�. In fact, the use of
low ionic strength buffer should reduce counterion screening,

FIG. 9. �Color online� Plots of reduced mobility against applied
field �normalized by critical field E�� for ssDNA of lengths 0.2-,
0.6-, 1.0-, 1.4-kilobases. Vertical line at E=E� is included to guide
the eyes.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Plots of end-to-end distance R �normal-
ized by equilibrium end-to-end distance at E=0� against label ra-
dius �normalized by streptavidin radius �2.7 nm�� for a series of
DNA sizes.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Plots of reduced mobility against label
radius �normalized by streptavidin radius �2.7 nm�� for various
DNA sizes.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Plots of end-to-end distance R �normal-
ized by equilibrium end-to-end distance at E=0� against Kuhn
length �normalized by Kuhn length of ssDNA �7 nm�� for different
DNA sizes.
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thus enhancing throughput by increasing the mobility of all
conjugates.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied electrophoresis of hydrodynamically
segregated protein-DNA conjugates in free solution. Using
an elastic dumbbell model, we show that it is possible to

estimate the average end-to-end distance of the labeled DNA
during electrophoresis and to compute mobility of the con-
jugate as a function of applied field, tag size, DNA size, and
local stiffness/Kuhn length. A key feature of this model is
that field-induced elongation of the DNA fragment intensifies
the size-dependence of mobility, which itself has a nonmono-
tonic dependence on the applied field. One consequence of
this interplay is that the size of the label/tag sets the mobility
of the conjugate both directly through its surface area and
indirectly via its effects on the conformation of the DNA.
Indeed, at both low and moderate electric fields, where data
is available, we find that the DNA-size dependence of the
calculated electrophoretic mobility values are in good to ex-
cellent accord with experimental observations for dsDNA la-
beled with streptavidin. The use of low ionic running buffer
is therefore expected to enhance resolution by promoting ex-
tended DNA conformations.
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